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WHAT IS ESPORTS?

What is esports?

Esports is a catch-all term for competitive video 
gaming. How broad the term is depends on who’s 
using it; some people define esports very narrowly, 
arguing that only top-flight titles that draw major 
viewership qualify as esports. Others will argue that 
whenever you have a video game and organized 
competition, you have esports. Most fall somewhere 
between the two poles, and nearly all agree that the 
concept of esports is dynamic by nature at this stage. 
While the definition of esports is still up for debate, 
a few things are clear: 

The first is that esports is quickly transitioning 
from a niche to mainstream phenomenon. 
Major brands - including Facebook, Amazon, 
ESPN, Turner Broadcasting, and Yahoo - have all 
invested significantly in esports over the last year. 

The second is that significant amounts of money 
are being spent by esports fans. Whether on 
games, hardware and peripherals, tickets and 
travel for live events, or gambling, esports fans 
are opening their wallets to the tune of hundreds 
of millions of dollars annually. 

The third is that esports fans - considering their 
age, disposable income, predisposition to social 
activity, propensity to gamble, and inherent 
comfort with competitive gaming - are an 
intriguing cohort for the commercial gambling 
industry.

Key numbers

Esports: The core genres

Five key genres make up the bulk of video games 
commonly referred to as esports.

 First-person shooters (FPS): Combat-style games 
that take their name from the first-person view 
players have while playing. FPS can be contested by 
individuals or teams. Popular examples include 
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive and HALO.

 Multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA): Team-
based battle games that generally pit two teams 
against each other. MOBAs such as Defense of the 
Ancients 2 and League of Legends are among the 
most popular esports in terms of live event 
attendance and prize pools.  

 Sports simulation / recreation: A genre ranging from 
games that allow players to recreate physical sports 
(such as Madden or NBA2K) to games that 
incorporate elements of physical sports (such as 
Rocket League).

 Fighting games: A classic video game genre where 
players (usually in one-on-one competition) engage 
in virtual combat. Popular titles include Mortal 
Kombat, Street Fighter, and Smash Brothers.

 Casual games: A catch-all genre that includes titles 
where matches usually resolve in a relatively brief 
amount of time and can be played with a relatively 
low learning curve. Popular examples include 
Hearthstone and Clash Royale. 
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Number of North American live 
events in 2016 with paid 
attendance exceeding 10,000 (est.):

10

756 million2

$20.7mm

213.8 million3

$275mm1

$5.5 billion4

Largest prize pool for a North 
American competitive esports 
event in 2016:

Total projected North American 
esports revenue in 2016:

Hours of content watched on 
Twitch by viewers of the top 
three esports titles in the last 
year:

Global viewers for esports in 
2016:

Amount wagered around esports 
by fans in 2016:

1. Super Data, 2016 2. Newzoo, 2016 3. Super Data 4. Eilers Research / Narus Advisors 2016. Includes betting conducted in virtual items.
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WHO IS THE AMERICAN ESPORTS FAN?

Demographic info

Esports fans are more often male than female, but the ratio moves closer to an even split as the games included in 
your definition of esports expands to include more casual games or games conducted on mobile platforms.1 
Esports fans tend to be older than many assume, with a median age hovering far closer to 30 than 20.

Key numbers:

Age profile of U.S. esports fans:  24% under 20      49% 20-35      23% 36-50      4% 51+2

American esports fans are:  76% male      24% female.

Economic	profile

Gaming is by nature an expensive hobby (e.g., hardware costs, peripheral costs, game and contest costs), so it’s little 
surprise that gamers have higher than average incomes than their peers. Esports fans also show a predisposition 
for expanding their spend beyond direct gaming expenses and into related activities, such as attending events 
(27% did so in 20153)  and esports-related gambling (est $5.5bn in global handle in 20164). 

Size in the United States

Esports already commands a significant audience 
- both in terms of active players and casual fans - in 
the United States, but still has plenty of room to grow 
relative to America’s broader gamer population. The 
mass penetration of gaming devices will facilitate 
growth: Nearly 100% of U.S. households have a device 
capable of serving as a gaming device (phone, tablet, 
or computer); over 50% have a device designed 
specifically for gaming (console6).

Comparison point5 Total US population US esports enthusiasts

Has a full-time job 37% 53%
Is in the high income bracket 22% 30%
Owns an iPad 29% 41%
Has headset budget of > $100                13% (all gamers) 29%

23m
192m
TOTAL GAMERS

TOTAL ESPORTS AUDIENCE

ACTIVE PLAYERS OF TOP COMPETITIVE 
ESPORTS TITLES

41.7m

1. Nielsen 360 Gaming Report, 2016 2. Newzoo, 2016 3. Newzoo, 2016 4. Eilers / Narus, 2016 5. Newzoo, 2015 6. Nielsen 360 Gaming Report, 2016

Source: Newzoo



DO ESPORTS FANS GAMBLE?

Given the demographic profile of the American esports fan and the inherently competitive nature of 
esports, it should come as little surprise that gambling is endemic among esports enthusiasts in the 
United States - despite a legal and regulatory climate that is clearly suppressing consumer access to 
products and the development of sophisticated ways to wager.

Lessons	from	virtual	item	bettingHow do American esports fans bet?
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Amount American esports fans will 
wager in connection with esports 
in 2016:

715 million1 60%2 2x

Percentage of U.S. esports fans 
that use fantasy or betting sites:

A typical esports fan is two times 
as likely to have gambled online 
than the average internet user3

The rapid growth of virtual item betting is a gold mine 
of reliable insights regarding the general gambling 
preferences of esports fans.

 Sportsbook-style betting resonates: While some 
products from the traditional casino floor (e.g., slots) 
aren’t translating to Generation X and Millennials, the 
popularity of sportsbook-style wagering in the esports 
community suggests sports bets are one product that 
will make the jump with little issue.

 Simplicity should be the priority: Some of the most 
popular virtual item betting games are stripped-down 
versions of casino classics like roulette and craps (fewer 
odds and outcomes). Games that resolve quickly 
and offer a chance at a large payout are especially 
prominent in the product mix, especially when a 
social component is involved (e.g., lottery-style games).

 Slots are anathema: Virtual item betting sites offer 
dozens of products with clear parallels to traditional 
casino games and plenty of games with simple 
chance-based mechanics (e.g., coin flips, rock paper 
scissors). But slots are noticeably absent from the mix, 
suggesting that generational rejection of slots may 
be a deeper, symbolic one as opposed to a distaste 
for the underlying game mechanic.

1. Eilers / Narus 2016 2. SuperData, 2016 3. NewZoo, 2015

Sportsbook-style betting on esports 
matches.
Fantasy esports competitions akin to sites 
like FanDuel or DraftKings.
Head-to-head competitions where players 
pay an entry fee and compete for the pot.
Casino-style games where in-game virtual 
items (“skins”) are wagered instead of cash

24%

59%
11%

6%



THE IMMEDIATE ESPORTS OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR THE REGULATED GAMBLING INDUSTRY

One the the most compelling parts of the esports story for regulated gambling operators is that the 
opportunity can be fit to size. There are numerous points of entry that can each be scaled up or down, 
allowing operators to customize their experiments with esports to fit need, risk tolerance, perceived 
upside, and other relevant factors. Each path to esports entry identified below is analyzed in greater 
detail later in this report.

Paths to entering esports:

Competitive events, social 
functions, and convention-style 
gatherings are just a few of the 
dozens of potential esports event 
opportunities.

Hosting events, embracing skill 
gaming with esports touchpoints, 
and online esports platforms all 
have the potential to bring new 
customers to your property.

Esports may provide a useful set  
of tools for building interest in and 
affinity for the next generation of 
gambling games that include both 
chance and skill components.

All of the entry points identified 
above have the potential to 
generate direct revenue streams 
in addition to numerous ancillary 
benefits.

Esports offers a number of potential 
online platform opportunities to 
land-based operators looking to build 
audiences and remote gaming 
expertise.

Video game culture spans the  
full width of Generation X and the 
Millennial generation, and even 
covers some part of the Baby  
Boomer generation.

Events

New customers

Skill	gaming

Direct revenue

Online	platforms

Reactivations

4



ESPORTS EVENTS  
A Natural Fit For Many Casinos

Competitive events

Competitive events are the heart of the esports 
community. The good news for operators: Events come 
in a variety of shapes and sizes, are spread broadly 
across the calendar, and are relatively turn-key in 
terms of promotion.

SAMPLE COMPETITIVE EVENTS:

 Exhibition matches (famous players, retired pros, 
celebrities)

 Regional competitions (from 200-3000)

 National events (up to 15,000 attendees)

Tentpole	events

Competitions are just one piece of the esports event 
mix. Non-competitive events (like conventions) are a 
well-established part of the community calendar and 
provide an opportunity that is a near-perfect fit for 
existing casino industry expertise.

SAMPLE TENTPOLE EVENTS:

 Conventions (games, hardware / software / culture)

 Fantasy camps (meet and greet, training camps)

 Industry events (game launches, awards)

Social	events

Social events are a must-have accompaniment to 
competitive events and tentpole events, but they can 
also be a way for casinos to draft off of larger events 
hosted at other properties. This class of event also fits 
well with the existing casino floorplan and skill set.

SAMPLE SOCIAL EVENTS:

 After-parties

 Viewing parties

 Product / game demos

Major esports events in North 
America in 2015 1

of esports event attendees 
are more likely to buy goods 
or services from a brand 
connected to the event.2

of esports fans want more 
events, more often.2

of esports fans are willing 
to pay $99 or more per 
event ticket.2

42
38%

67%

37%

“Esport events attract a unique 
demographic that demands  
authenticity and combines the  
excitement of a sporting event like 
UFC, with the hipness of a rock  
concert, and the geekiness of a  
show like CES, all in one venue.”

Alex Igelman, CEO, Millennial Esports

51. Newzoo 2016 2. Eventbrite, 2015



The opportunity

Operators and suppliers are increasingly looking to 
games that blend elements of skill and chance to create 
a new class of slot machines and other gambling 
products that will compete with mainstream gaming 
products like Candy Crush and uniquely appeal to 
Generation X and Millennial customers. 

Companies like GameCo and Gamblit are just a few of 
the startups focused exclusively on blurring and blending 
the traditional casino experience with the video game 
experience. Regulators in Nevada and New Jersey have 
already given the green light to such devices, and 
policymakers in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania seem 
set to follow suit.

The	problem

While the promise of bringing skill to the casino floor is 
real, so are the questions that are key to any successful 
deployment.

How do you inform and educate customers about skill 
games, or skill-chance hybrid games? How do you 
present the games on the casino floor in a way that 
signals such machines are distinct from the traditional 
slot product? How do you build awareness of, and 
affinity for, such games when the customer they’re 
targeting isn’t in your database or doesn’t really 
engage with your casino floor?

The	solution

Creating overlap between esports and casino skill 
gaming provides a way to connect an underserved 
audience with a casino game that’s far more appealing 
than traditional slot machines. 

Skill gaming titles can borrow game themes from - or 
even strike IP partnerships with - popular esports titles. 
Skill gaming areas within a casino can double as esports 
events spaces, creating organic foot traffic and stimulating 
conversations around the new skill gaming products.

HOW ESPORTS CAN COMPLEMENT 
SKILL GAMING

“Our world has shifted. There 
are a lot of entertainment 
opportunities that don’t 
always exist at the casino.”

Melissa Price 
Senior VP of Gaming, Caesars
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Possible	products

 Skill-based video game contests: Platforms where 
players challenge each other to matches for cash or 
prizes are a well-established vertical with little legal 
ambiguity in most states.

Free-play esports betting: The affinity esports fans 
show for real-money sports betting and fantasy 
sports could be channeled into free-to-play sites that 
offer prizes or other rewards for participation.  

 Social-style gaming with casino rewards: Esports 
fans were highly engaged with sites where virtual 
items can be wagered on simple casino games. By 
removing the wager and keeping the prize, operators 
could create online platforms that blend the best 
elements of social casino sites and virtual item 
gambling sites.

Benefits

 Relatively low barrier to entry: There are several 
potential partners from within the esports industry 
who could offset the cost of the process for land-
based operators, assist with marketing expertise, and 
allow for integration and launch ramps to be 
relatively brief.

 Low-cost customer acquisition: Online platforms 
- especially those with some sort of monetization 
component - offer a low-cost way for operators to 
expand their customer database.

 Foundation for / complement to other digital 
efforts: Esports-focused online platforms can provide 
a useful learning experience for operators looking to 
launch other online initiatives (e.g., social casino) or 
an effective cross-sell complement to existing online 
platforms.

 Marketing tool for live events: Even modest online 
platforms can provide critical marketing support for 
live esports events, allowing operators to undertake 
more ambitious live event initiatives with greater 
upside for the property.

ONLINE PLATFORMS OFFER  
OPPORTUNITIES, FLEXIBILITY



THE IMMEDIATE ESPORTS OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR THE REGULATED GAMBLING INDUSTRY

Establishing an esports footprint today can position operators for a broader array of opportunities 
that are likely to materialize as esports continues to gain mainstream acceptance and new 
generations of fans.

Permanent spaces

As casinos use live events to gain a better 
understanding of the optimal way to bring esports into 
the casino environment, and as the average age of the 
esports fan continues to tick up, permanent esports 
spaces within the casino will become a more and more 
attractive opportunity. 

Such spaces can serve multiple purposes - hosting 
competitive events, serving as a core area for skill 
gaming, providing a natural home for social events 
related to esports, and even providing a place for casual 
gamers to play and stream. Permanent esports spaces 
are already starting to take hold at casinos like the 
Downtown Grand in Las Vegas - see the case study on 
the next page.

Peer-to-peer contest betting

Poker is one example of how peer-to-peer contests can 
thrive in the casino environment while generating a 
unique foot traffic flow that normally wouldn’t patronize 
the property. Esports could provide the foundation for 
the next generation of peer-to-peer competitive gaming 
products, highly social games where players battle the 

person in the next seat - or in a property across the 
country - for a chance to win cash, while the casino 
takes a cut for hosting the game.

Such games are likely to resonate with Generation X 
and Millennial customers, who appear to have a 
preference for games that are contested among 
players (as opposed to the house) and that contain 
true elements of decision and skill.

Esportsbook betting

It’s clear that attitudes toward wagering on sports are 
softening across the spectrum. Policymakers, league 
officials, and other key stakeholders seem more amenable 
than ever to loosening long-standing prohibitions on 
sports betting products. 

Whether that results in a full-scale legalization of sports 
betting via a repeal of PASPA, or simply a continued 
fraying of the ban with sports-betting-esque products 
like daily fantasy sports, the upshot is the same: The 
casino industry will have a greater number of 
opportunities to realize customer attention and spend 
via sports-related products than ever before. Esports 
could provide operators looking to establish a sports 
betting foothold with a strong differentiator.



DOWNTOWN GRAND:
ESPORTS CASE STUDY

In 2016, Las Vegas casino The Downtown Grand took the unprecedented step of converting 
its high-limit table game room into a full-time esports lounge. Following the conversion, the 
Downtown Grand began hosting regular competitive events with cash prizes in the lounge, 
and used the lounge - known as The Downtown Underground - as the foundation for a 
broader esports effort that stretches across nearly every aspect of the property

FEATURES OF THE ESPORTS 
LOUNGE
• Located on casino floor
• Hosts weekly competitions

with cash prizes
• Fully automated tournament execution
• Can support 1v1 to 6v6 competitions
• Doubles as team “boot camp”
• Social areas with viewing screens
• Supports console and PC games

THE FUTURE FOR DTGU
The lounge is set to undergo a total 
renovation in 2016. Longer-term, Schorr 
plans to create “an experience on the 
casino floor similar to a poker room, 
where anybody who feels they have 
some skill in esports can enter a game 
and bet against another player and the 
house takes a rake.” The company is 
working on an application that will head 
to regulators in 2017. 

WHAT THEY’VE LEARNED
In the first year of the lounge’s operation, Schorr and the DTG have learned 
a number of lessons. Some have been small but significant - such as the 
realization that gamers prefer “food on a stick” to traditional casino F&B 
fare as it keeps their hands clean for gaming. Others have run against 
conventional wisdom: The average age of a contestant at the DTGU is 
28, and 14% are over 30.

The casino has also learned a lesson that escapes many on the outside of 
the esports industry: “esports” means many things to many people, and each 
game attracts a unique, diverse audience. While the DTGU had its highest 
turnout with an Overwatch competition, “Classic Game Night” - featuring 
Mario Kart 64 - was also among the most successful of the dozens of 
competitions DTGU has hosted.

GAMES FEATURED AT DTGU

“We don’t have enough analytics to specifically quantify 
the conversion rate, but there’s no question that when we 
have a lot of people at our esports contests we see more 
people in the pit, we see that crossover”

Seth Schorr
Chairman of Downtown Grand Hotel & Casino

SOCIAL EVENTS
Esports has filled various spaces at 
the DTG, including an after-party for 
a major tournament hosted by Team 
Liquid that attracted over 1200 people 
to the casino’s rooftop pool.

ESPORTS COMPETITIONS
DTGU has hosted dozens of 
real-money esports competitions 
involving hundreds of competitors 
that have paid out thousands of 
dollars in prize money.

TEAM INTEGRATIONS
The Downtown Grand has served 
as a second home and “bootcamp” 
for many top-tier esports teams 
training for major competitive 
esports events.

What they’ve hosted
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